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As a language that has the largest number of users around the world, Chinese is 
evolving into a tongue of worldwide influence, with scholars of teaching of Chinese 
as a foreign language (TOCFL) intensifying their research to keep pace with such 
“Chinese Craze”. The dominant TOCFL theories of the current academic circle are 
largely established on Indo-European linguistic theories, which, considering the 
particularities of Chinese, are inevitably insufficient in applicability. This thesis 
therefore, based on the features of Chinese language and distinctive Chinese mode of 
thinking, provides an exploratory approach as to the teaching of Chinese vocabulary. 
This thesis consists of five chapters:  
Chapter one sets forth the objects, significance, current condition, and methods of 
the study.  
Chapter two makes a diachronic study of “Image” and “Image Thinking”, reviews 
the development of “Image” from classical literature to various philosophical schools 
such as Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism, and at last gives a brief introduction of 
“Image” and “Image Thinking” in the West.  
Chapter three focuses on the relationship between “Image Thinking” and Chinese 
characters as well as image-centered character teaching, based on which the image 
symbols of pictographic, directive, associative and phonogramic characters are 
interpreted, and thus the image-centered teaching mode of Chinese characters founded 
on such interpretation illustrated.  
Chapter four concentrates on the relationship between “Image Thinking” and 
Chinese vocabulary as well as image-centered vocabulary teaching, where the image 
symbols of nouns, verbs, adjectives, and quantifiers are decoded, and thus the 
image-centered teaching mode of Chinese vocabulary introduced.  
Chapter five concludes the whole thesis.  















elements of the Chinese language, this thesis aims to strengthen the awareness of 
image thinking in TOCFL, which is not only of pedagogical value, but also 
meaningful in guiding classroom practice.  
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